
Potential risks on course:

1) untied dogs near homesteads,
2) wild boar, elk,
3) hunters have reminded that the wild boar, elk grow a new generation which these animals 
defends without hesitation. If the animal does not ran away, chances are that there is a baby nearby. 
Without delay, continue the path, trying as quickly as possible to move away from animals not 
giving them a feeling of threat;
4) in the case of warm weather, the evening does not exclude the possibility to meet adder, 
(venomous snake),
5) the beaver burrows at ditches, streams, shores,
6) protect your eyes from twigs,
7) most of the ditches are dug long ago, the bed covered with a layer of mud and is unpredictable.  
Ditch width was not tested for its entire length, ditches marked with a wider line may prove to be 
impassable,
8) the movement over chaos of clearings with cleaning felling and long sticks left behind - a very 
inappropriate place to fall,
9) the most scrub at the lowest places in the spring can be wet, even if not specified on the map,
10) the main movement directions are examined in nature, however, there is a chance to get on a 
small unmarked forest paths,
11) the industrial zone is guarded (marked with a red grid), including railway marshalling area. 
Strictly forbidden to cross the tracks, between or below the tanks or wagons!
12) electrical shepherds count turned on, even if it is not so!
13) for the reasons of safety, walking into the swamp from the KP50 to the south, path is marked in 
nature every 20-30 m with a red ribbons in order to see the next one. The labels is ~150m from the 
entrance into the bog bush to the first pond at a stable visible trails. Plan your route so that during 
the night you do not have to cross marshes as much as possible!
14) it is not possible to avoid completely of the movement along intense traffic roads - must use 
clothing or equipment with light reflectors!
15) the vast majority of private owners are aware of the event, but if a dispute arises, immediately 
notify the organizers or give the phone number of organizers to the other party. But remember that 
the organizers can not accept responsibility for your actions that you make during the race. Let's be 
kind and friendly to the environment and people!


